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Abstract 
Three straightforward proofs are given of the matrix identity that supplies 
the reason why restricted maximum likelihood estimation ( REML) of variance 
components does not depend on which set of error contrasts are chosen as 
the basis of estimation. 
1) This note was prepared while George Casella was Visiting Professor at 
the University of North-Carolina, Raleigh, N.C., and Shayle Searle was Gast-
professor at Universitdt Augsburg supported by a U.S. Senior Scientist Award 
from the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung. 
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1. Introduction 
The mixed linear rrodel 
y X a + Zu + e:. 
where y 1 is a vector of observations, X and z are known matrices, nx nxp nxq 
a is a vector of unknown, fixed effects, and u and e: are vectors of random 
effects, has been widely used in applications, especially in animal breeding. 
Of particular interest is the estimation of the variance ccrnponents due to 
the random effects, u and e, for which one quite popular roothod of estimation 
is restricted max:imun likelihood (REML); see, for example, Patterson and 
Thompson, 1971, Corbeil and Searle, 1976, and Harville, 1977. 
REML estimation is based on error contrasts (Harville, 1974), which 
are linear combinations of y that are orthogonal to the space spanned by 
the columns of X, and a well~known property of REML estimators is that they 
are invariant to the choice of error contrasts. Notwithstanding the impor-
tance of this fact, its proof is seldom seen, presumably because that proof 
relies on establishing a matrix identity that can be sarewhat lengthy to 
veri£y (as given in Searle, 1979). This paper provides shorter and more in-
sightful proofs of this matrix identity, and illustrates its use in REML 
estimation. 
2. The Matrix Identity 
Let p (A) , A' and A denote, respectively, the rank, transpose and a 
generalized inverse (M -A = A) of any matrix A. We then propose the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem For p(X ) = r f p and for any K having p[K ( )] = n - r and 
nxp nx n-r 
satisfying K'X = 0, then for V being any positive definite matrix, 
nxn 
(1) 
Proof of ( 1) is not .imrediately obvious and has, in at least one instance, 
been achieved only at great length. In contrast, we here give three proofs, 
all of them quite short. All three are based on obseJ:Ving that ( 1) can be 
established by verifying the siq>ler result 
I - X(X'X)-X' (2) 
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This is so, because with V being positive definite, define X* = v--z-x and 
1 
K* = V """2"K, and observe that ( 1) reduces to ( 2) with K* and X* in place of 
K and X, respectively. We therefore proceed to establish ( 2) . 
3. Pre-requisites 
Two pre-requisites are stated first. 
Rohde's ( 1969) Lerrma: A M. = A if and only if p (A-) = p (A). 
The r-bore-Penrose (M-P) inverse, A+ For given A, this is the unique matrix 




Using the result A(A'A)-A'A =A also yields A+= A'(AA')-A(A'A)-A' and thus 
- + A{A'A) A' = AA . We therefore rewrite {2) as 
KK+ = I - XX+ { 4) 
+ and proceed to establish its validity. In passing, note fran {3) that KK 
+ 
and XX are idempotent and syrnretric; and fran properties of X and K given 
in the theorem, p{KK+) = n - r and 
{5) 
4. Three Proofs of the Identity 
Proof 1 Using ( 5) it is easy to show that conditions { i), {iii) and ( iv) 
of (3) are satisfied by I -XX+ as the possible M-P inverse of KK+. Further-
rrore, since p(I -XX+) = n - r = P(KK+), Rohde's condition is satisfied and 
so I - XX+ also satisfies condition (ii) of (3). Thus I - XX+ is the M-P 
inverse of KK+; but this is KK+ itself (due to its idempotency and syrnretry). 
Hence, because the M-P inverse of a rna.tr ix is unique, ( 4 ) is established, 
and so ( 1) is true. 
Proof 2 + + Consider T = I - XX - KK : that it is syrnretric and idenpotent 
is easily shown. Hence, for tr( A) being the trace of A, 
tr(TI") = tr(~) = tr(T) 
= tr(I) - tr(XX+) - tr(KK+) 
= n - p (X) - p {K) 
= n - r - (n - r) 
= o. 
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But T is real, and since for any real matrix A, tr(AA') 
we have T = 0 ; i.e . , KK + = I - XX+ • 
0 irrplies A = 0, 
Proof 3 Because I - XX+ of order n is symretric ani iderrpotent, it is a 
projection matrix, and it is the projection matrix on to the space orthogonal 
to the colum space of X. But KK+ is also a projection matrix, and because 
K has order n x (n - r) and is of rank n - r with K'X = 0 it too is the pro-
. ct• . he . + + Je 1on matrl.X on to t sarre space; 1.e., KK = I - XX . 
5. Application to REML 
REML is based on the distribution of K'y for K' X = 0 when y is assured 
to have a multivariate normal distribution N(XS, V). Then K'y- N(O, K'VK), 
and so the log likelihood function of K'y is 
2(VIK'y) =- i<n-p)log 2TI -1:logiK'VKI - ~y'K(K'VK)-lK'y, (6) 
where IAI denotes the determinant of the matrix A. 
On defining -r(AB) as the product of non-zero eigenvalues of AB, then 
when AB and BA. are both square, -r(AB) = -r(BA.). 'Ibe.refore 
-r[K(K'VK) -lK'] T[(K'VK)-lK'K] = IK'KI/IK'VKI. 
Hence for the second term of (6) 
log!K'VKI = logiK'KI - log{-r[K(K'VK)-~']} 
and by ( 1 ) this is 
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Since logjK'KI does not involve V, it plays no role in the maximization of 
( 6) with respect to variance carponents that occur in V. And a second use 
of { 1) , in the last term of ( 6) shows that that term is not a function of 
K. Hence, since REM. is derived fran maximizing (6) with respect to variance 
components, REML does not depend on K. Thus REML est~tion is not dependent 
on which particular set of n - r error contrasts are used as the basis of 
est~tion. 
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